
Instructions for the use and maintenance of PLATFORM      
The PLATFORM desk system is designed for furnishing administrative 
workplaces (desks, meeting tables, furnishing study rooms and other 
similar rooms). When constructing this system, not only design and 
function but also other aspects were taken into consideration such as 
the various loads that it may be subject to during standard offi ce use. In 
spite of this, it is necessary to adhere to some principles when using the 
PLATFORM desk system.

Description
The desk system is constructed as a combination of two materials 
– a metal base and chipboard table top. The metal frame is made of 
accurately welded steel profi les (legs, table top supports), which are 
assembled into a functional and stable unit with the aid of 4 aluminium 
beams. Individual desks can have optional integrated cable management 
according to requirements.

Metal base
The base is a welded construction made from closed steel profi les and 
components pressed from steel. Individual components are joined with 
connectors. The surface e is fi nished with high-quality epoxy powder 
paint.

Desk top
The desk top for the PLATFORM system is made from 18 mm chipboard 
with a melamine laminate on both sides. The sides have a 2 mm thick 
plastic edging strip of the same colour fi nish.

Principles of use
- The correct functioning of the desk system is dependent on this 

product being placed in a suitable offi ce environment – i.e. suitable 
humidity, no excessive dust content in air and the product being 
treated with reasonable care (i.e. no excessive force and mechanical 
damage);

- Do not stand or sit on desks or tables;
- Do not move objects with sharp edges across the desktop; 
- Avoid using the table top for activities that could result in its damage 

(e.g. cutting paper, repair work);
- Any liquids spilt on the surface should be wiped up without delay 

and the table top should be dried.  
- The metal base and desktop can be cleaned with standard non-

abrasive detergents diluted with water. No organic or inorganic 
solvents should be used;

- Levelling of the table is performed using the levelling feet;
- We recommend performing occasional checks of the desktop level 

of workplaces and where necessary adjust the setting of the desk 
levels;

- Assembly and dismantling should only be performed by a trained 
person;

- The desk should not be moved by holding onto the desktop. Due 
to the weight of the base there is a risk that the desktop might pull 
away from the frame.
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